
Title:   Marino’s Magnolias  
 
º Instructor: Michael P. Gosnell  
º Instructor's Telephone Number: (805) 473-4631  
º Instructor's Cell Phone Number: (805) 459-8801  
º Instructor's Web Page: http://gooseneckart.tripod.com 
º Number of Sessions: One 
º Price: $40.00, plus materials and supplies listed below  

Class Outline: 

We will create a floral oil painting on canvas using the Bob Ross methods of wet on wet painting. The brushes and 
materials were formulated for this specific type of painting. The class starts with a brief familiarization of the use and 
care of the various tools. The painting will be done in a step-by-step process, with the instructor checking the progress 
of each student as it develops. The painting should be completed in one single session, ready to take home. Each 
session is a separate and complete painting in all of the Bob Ross classes. Bob Ross classes are only taught by 
certified instructors that have been trained by Bob Ross Teaching Instructors to maintain the quality you have come to 
expect from the television lessons. Every effort is made to maintain Bob's methods and philosophy of students finding 
the "Joy of Painting" in this instruction. 

Supply List: (Ask your Michaels Associate if a student discount is available for these items.) 

º Bob Ross 1" Landscape Brush 
º Bob Ross 2" Soft Blender Brush (optional) 
º Bob Ross 1/2" Floral Brush 
º Bob Ross Floral Filbert Brush 
º Bob Ross #2 Script Liner Brush 
º Bob Ross (Floral) Oil Painting Medium 
º Bob Ross Liquid White 
º 12"x24" Pre-Stretched, Double-Primed, Canvas 
º Odorless Thinner (1 pt.) 
º Thinner container (coffee can) 
º Soft paper towels or tissues 
º Disposable Paper Pallet 
º Wet Wipes or Baby Wipes 
º Small container for painting medium 

Bob R oss Soft 
Oil P aints: 

º Alizarin Crimson 
º Cadmium Yellow 
º Mauve 
º Titanium White 
º Sap Green 
º Ultramarine Blue 
º Turquoise 
º Ivory Black 

The following items will be furnished for your use during the class, you may bring your own if you wish. 

º Brush Beater Rack and Wastebasket Container 
º Table Top Easel 

I will be happy to answer any questions you may have regarding the Bob Ross classes. 
Please call me if I can be of assistance. My Grover Beach, California telephone 
number is (805) 473-4631 or 459-8801. 

 


